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TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY OF PSEUDO-ANOSOV MAPS
FROM A TYPICAL THURSTON CONSTRUCTION
HYUNGRYUL BAIK, INHYEOK CHOI, AND DONGRYUL M. KIM
Abstract. In this paper, we develop a way to extract information
about typical Thurston construction via random walk. First we obtain
sufficient conditions on filling multicurves so that multitwists generate
a free group of rank 2, and discuss how typical it is for Thurston con-
struction. Next we also present a proof of spectral theorem for random
walks associated to Thurston construction which have finite second mo-
ment with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric. The general case of this was
remarked by Dahmani and Horbez. Finally we prove a behavior of ran-
dom walk eventually being pseudo-Anosov without moment condition.
As its application, we prove a random analogy of Kojima and McShane’s
estimation of hyperbolic volume of a mapping torus with pseudo-Anosov
monodromy. As another application, even with the probabilistic way,
we obtain non-probabilistic estimations of stretch factors from Thurston
construction and of powers for Salem numbers to be the stretch factors
of pseudo-Anosovs from Thurston construction.
Keywords. Topological entropy, Thurston construction, pseudo-Anosov
surface homeomorphism, Markov chains, hyperbolic volume of mapping
torus, Salem numbers.
MSC classes: 37B40, 37D40, 37E30, 60B15, 60G50.
1. Introduction
For a closed orientable connected surface S(or Sg when g plays a role) of
genus g > 1, one of the central objects is its mapping class group Mod(S)
defined as follows.
Mod(S) := Homeo+(S)/Homotopy
The elements of Mod(S) are called mapping classes and classified, by Nielsen-
Thurston classification, into three categories: periodic, reducible, and pseudo-
Anosov elements. Since pseudo-Anosov mapping classes are regarded as
generic ones, some constructions, such as Thurston construction [T+88] re-
viewed in Section 2 and Penner construction [Pen88], for pseudo-Anosovs
have been developed. Both constructions use Dehn twists along a pair of
multicurves which fills the surface. Penner originally conjectured that every
pseudo-Anosov mapping class has some power which is obtained from the
Penner construction. However [SS16] showed that coronal pseudo-Anosov
mapping classes, which are characterized by the algebraic property of their
Date: June 19, 2020.
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stretch factors, have no powers constructed from the Penner construction,
hence answering Penner conjecture negatively.
We can ask if these are rare counterexamples to the Penner conjecture or
coronal pseudo-Anosov mapping classes are rather typical pseudo-Anosov
mapping classes. We can also ask a similar question for Thurston con-
struction. Namely, is a typical pseudo-Anosov mapping class obtained from
Thurston construction? While these questions are still widely open, we study
some typical behavior of pseudo-Anosov mappings obtained from Thurston
construction.
Let us fix a filling pair of multicurves, say A and B, and consider multi-
twists TA and TB along them. Here, distinct elements in a same multicurve
are allowed to be isotopic so that they can induce the same Dehn twist.
In this perspective, we denote [C] a set of isotopy classes of elements in a
multicurve C, and for each α ∈ [A] (β ∈ [B], resp.), let nα (resp, mβ) be the
number of representatives in A (resp, B) for an isotopy class α (β, resp.).
Our first result provides a sufficient condition for multicurves A and B to
generate a free subgroup 〈TA, TB〉 ≤ Mod(S) of rank 2.
Theorem A. For multicurves A and B on S, suppose that ∅ 6= A′ ⊆ A and
∅ 6= B′ ⊆ B satisfy the following:
(1) nαi(α, [B
′]) = nα
∑
β∈[B′] i(α, β) ≥ 2 for all α ∈ [A′]
(2) mβi([A
′], β) = mβ
∑
α∈[A′] i(α, β) ≥ 2 for all β ∈ [B′]
Then the group 〈TA, TB〉 generated by Dehn twists along multicurves is iso-
morphic to F2.
This theorem asserts that it suffices to investigate appropriate submulti-
curves A′ and B′ of A and B, respectively, in order to ensure that desired
multitwists generate F2. From this result we obtain some criterion for A
and B to generate free group F2 of rank 2 in Subsection 2.2. Conversely, it
tells us which configuration of Thurston construction fails to generate F2,
showing that the only possibility is tree-like positioning of multicurves.
As such, in some sense, one can say that a typical configuration of Thurston
construction generates F2 subgroup in Mod(S). Focusing on such Thurston
construction, we consider probability measures supported on the subgroup
〈TA, TB〉 and observe random mapping classes arising from them.
Formally, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a probability measure with the
support supp ν := {g ∈ Mod(S) : ν(g) > 0} ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉. For elements
g1, · · · , gn ∈ Mod(S) and a cylinder set
[g1, · · · , gn] := {ω = (ωi) ∈ Mod(S)N : ωi = gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
the probability measure ν induces a probability measure P on the space of
sample paths Mod(S)N so that
P([g1, · · · , gn]) = ν(g−10 g1)ν(g−11 g2) · · · ν(g−1n−1gn)
where g0 ∈ G is the initial element which is assumed to be the identity
element unless otherwise stated.
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In this perspective, one natural question is how much and how often such
random walk produces pseudo-Anosovs arising from the given Thurston con-
struction. This question was answered by Dahmani and Horbez in more gen-
eral setting, proving so-called spectral theorem for finitely supported prob-
ability measure ν which is non-elementary, that means, 〈supp ν〉 ≤ Mod(S)
contains a pair of pseudo-Anosovs with disjoint fixed point sets in PMF(S).
Theorem 1.1 (Dahmani–Horbez, [DH18]). Let ν be a nonelementary proba-
bility measure on Mod(S) with finite support, and P be the induced measure
on Mod(S)Z. Then for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, ωn is eventually pseudo-
Anosov. Moreover, for the stretch factor λωn of a pseudo-Anosov ωn we
have
lim
n→∞
1
n
log λωn = LT > 0
where LT := limn→∞ 1ndT (X , ωn · X ) is a drift of random walk ω = (ωn) ∈
Mod(S)N which does not depend on a point X in the Teichmu¨ller space T (S)
of S equipped with the Teichmu¨ller metric dT .
According to Masai [Mas18], the drift LT is almost surely equal to the
topological entropy h(ω) of random walk ω ∈ Mod(S)N defined in Definition
3.1, if the underlying probability measure ν is non-elementary and has a
finite first moment with respect to the Teichmu¨ller metric. In addition, it
is a well-known work of Thurston (Expose´ Ten of [FLP79]) that topological
entropy h(ϕ) of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism ϕ is log λϕ, the logarithm
of its stretch factor. In this line of thought, Dahmani and Horbez’s result
can be interpreted as an asymptotic relation between topological entropy of
entirerandom walk ω and that of each random mapping class ωn. To keep
this interpretation, we write spectral theorems in terms of h(ω) even though
it does not depend on the choice of random walk ω by [Mas18].
In Remark 2.7 and 3.2 of [DH18], the authors assert that the theorem still
holds when finite support condition is replaced with finite second moment
condition with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric. For the sake of completeness,
in Section 3 we present the proof of this assertion in the special case that
the probability measure is associated to Thurston construction.
Theorem B. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosov on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-elementary probability
measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉. If the second moment with respect to the
Teichmu¨ller metric is finite, i.e.,∑
g∈Mod(S)
dT (X , g · X )2ν(g) <∞
for some X ∈ T (S), then for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, ωn is eventually pseudo-
Anosov and
lim
n→∞
1
n
log λωn = h(ω).
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As noted in this theorem, being pseudo-Anosov becomes an almost sure
phenomenon once we have finite second moment condition. In contrast,
without moment condition, the known results are in the sense of in proba-
bility phenomena. For example, Maher proved in [M+11] the convergence
P(ωn is pseudo-Anosov)→ 1 as n→∞ if ν is non-elementary. Thus, we can
ask whether almost sure phenomenon can be asserted without any moment
condition. Here we present a partial answer when restricted to random walks
from a typical Thurston construction, using the facts about free groups.
Theorem C. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-
elementary probability measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉 and rk〈supp ν〉 <∞.
Then for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, there exists N ∈ N such that
ωn is pseudo-Anosov for all n > N.
There are several reasons why we focus on Thurston construction. First,
a fixed configuration of Thurston construction corresponds to a fixed hyper-
bolic disk H2 isometrically embedded in Teichmu¨ller space T (S). ([HS07],
[T+88], [Lei04]) Hence, computation of Teichmu¨ller distances can be trans-
lated into one of hyperbolic distances, allowing us to proceed explicit com-
putational arguments.
Moreover, for a fixed configuration(multicurves) of Thurston construction
ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R), one can find a point X ∈ T (S) satisfying
log‖ρ(w)‖ = dT (X , w · X )
for any w ∈ 〈TA, TB〉, where ‖T‖ = sup|x|=1 |Tx| is a matrix norm of T .
Thus, once the probability measure ν has finite first moment, then∫
log‖ρ(ω1)‖dν <∞.
Combining this observation with the result of Masai, [Mas18], and the fol-
lowing theorem of Furstenberg and Kesten, one can practically compute the
topological entropy h(ω) of random walks by computing the expectation,
which does not depend on the choice of sample path.
Theorem 1.2 (Furstenberg–Kesten, [FK60]). Let (Xn) be an independent
and identically distributed stochastic process with values in the set of k × k
matrices such that
E log+‖X1‖ <∞.
Then as n→∞,
1
n
log‖XnXn−1 · · ·X1‖ → E almost surely.
where E = limn→∞ 1n E log‖XnXn−1 · · ·X1‖.
Via estimating the norm of 2× 2 matrices at each step, this theorem pro-
vides one practical way to compute the topological entropy of random walks.
Indeed, from the subadditivity of E log‖XnXn−1 · · ·X1‖, E can be computed
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by E = limn→∞ 1n E log‖XnXn−1 · · ·X1‖ = infn 1n E log‖XnXn−1 · · ·X1‖, al-
lowing us to compute the explicit upper bound for h(ω). In this perspective
of practicality, we considered some applications of topological entropy (or
drift when the probability measure is not necessarily non-elementary) to es-
timate quantities defined for pseudo-Anosovs from Thurston construction.
As the first example for this application, we prove a random analogy of
Kojima and McShane’s estimation for the hyperbolic volume of mapping
torus with pseudo-Anosov monodromy, Theorem 1.1 of [KM18], in the case
that monodromies are arising from a typical Thurston construction. Since
it is guaranteed by Theorem C that almost every random walk is eventually
pseudo-Anosov in this case, we can consider an asymptote of the hyperbolic
volumes of corresponding random mapping tori. Namely, while Kojima and
McShane’s estimation is for hyperbolic volumes of mapping tori correspond-
ing to the sequence ϕ,ϕ2, ϕ3, · · · , ϕn, · · · of pseudo-Anosovs, the topological
entropy of random walks provides similar form of the estimation for those
corresponding to the random walk ω1, ω2, ω3, · · · , ωn, · · · associated with
the Thurston construction.
Theorem D. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-
elementary probability measure such that supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉 and rk〈supp ν〉 <
∞, and it has finite first moment with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric. Then
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
vol(Mωn) ≤ −3πχ(S) · h(ω)
for P−a.e. random walk ω ∈ Mod(S)N where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic
of S.
This estimation supports the point of view that the topological entropy
of random walks shares common characteristics with the entropy of single
pseudo-Anosov. Indeed, Kojima and McShane’s estimation asserts that
1
n
vol(Mϕn) ≤ −3πχ(S) · h(ϕ)
where h(ϕ) is the topological entropy of a pseudo-Anosov ϕ, which can be
regarded as an interchange of h(ω) and h(ϕ).
Another application is to establish an estimation for stretch factors ob-
tained by Thurston construction; note that the estimation is non-probabilistic.
Theorem E. For Thurston construction by multitwists TA and TB and any
ε > 0, there exists N such that
exp
(
log(1 +
√
2)
2 log 2
log |ϕ|
)
< λϕ < exp
(
|ϕ| (LT + ε) 4|ϕ|
)
for any n > N and pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 with the stretch factor λϕ
and a reduced word norm |ϕ| with respect to TA and TB.
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Regarding the estimation, one can actually obtain sharper upper bound
directly from Thurston representation, by noting that the matrix norm
‖T‖ := sup|x|=1 |Tx| is submultiplicative and serves as an upper bound
for eigenvalues of the matrix. Nonetheless, the above estimation correlates
LT , which equals to h(ω) when 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, with a dynamics of pseudo-
Anosovs produced by the Thurston construction.
Underlying idea of this application is the observation that for probability
measure P on Mod(S)N associated with the Thurston construction and any
Ω ⊆Mod(S)N with P(Ω) = 1, we have
∞⋃
N=0
{ωN : ω = (ωn) ∈ Ω} = 〈〈 supp ν 〉〉 .
Due to this observation, it is sufficient to consider P−a.e. random walk
ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N in order to deal with pseudo-Anosov mapping classes
arising from the Thurston construction. Consequently, our strategy results
in non-probabilistic estimation as above.
As stretch factors of pseudo-Anosovs from Thurston construction are re-
lated to Salem number, an algebraic unit λ whose all Galois conjugates
except λ±1 lie on the unit circle in C, one can also obtain a consequence
regarding Salem numbers. In fact, Pankau proved in [Pan17] that every
Salem number has a power which is the stretch factor of pseudo-Anosov
arising from Thurston construction, and one can ask how large the power
should be. Both Theorem E and the sharper estimation directly coming
from Thurston representation can be used to answer this question. Here
we take the latter one in order to provide sharp and concrete estimation as
follows.
Theorem F. For a Salem number λ such that λk is the stretch factor of a
pseudo-Anosov mapping class ϕ obtained from some Thurston construction
with ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R), we have
(log(1 +
√
2))(log |ϕ|)
2(log 2)(log λ)
< k <
|ϕ|M
log λ
where M > max (log‖ρ(TA)‖, log‖ρ(TB)‖) and |ϕ| is a reduced word norm
of ϕ in terms of TA and TB.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Thurston construc-
tion of pseudo-Anosov mapping classes is reviewed. In particular, we are
concerned with group-theoretic aspects of Thurston construction. Sufficient
conditions for multicurves (not necessarily filling) A and B to generate a
free group F2 of rank 2 are provided, and then elements in 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2
are classified. Moreover, we provide the necessary condition for filling multi-
curves A and B to result in 〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2, asserting that 〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2 is a
rare phenomenon for filling pair. These allow us to focus on those Thurston
constructions with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2.
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In Section 3, we develop techniques to observe dynamical properties of
Thurston construction. We briefly introduce the theory of topological en-
tropy first, and then observe how topological entropy of random walks can
be related to the stretch factors of pseudo-Anosovs from Thurston construc-
tion, via the previous work of Dahmani and Horbez, [DH18]. Dahmani and
Horbez remarked the spectral theorem for a probability measure with fi-
nite second moment with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric, and we provide the
detailed proof of it in the case of Thurston construction. In addition, it is
proven that almost every random walk associated to a typical Thurston con-
struction is eventually pseudo-Anosov, without any restriction on moment,
which is one of the main results of our work.
Finally, as applications, several estimations regarding pseudo-Anosov map-
pings, such as hyperbolic volume of a mapping torus with pseudo-Anosov
monodromy or stretch factors of Thurston construction, are given in Sec-
tion 4. Even though some results may not strictly require spectral theorem,
it can describe how topological entropy and drift of random walks indi-
cate the dynamics of random mapping classes. While our strategy relies
on probabilistic tools, we successfully obtain a non-probabilistic estimations
regarding the stretch factors.
Let us finish the introduction by suggesting further questions:
(1) Is there a generalization of Thurston construction involving n mul-
ticurves instead of two, so that typical resulting subgroup will be
isomorphic to the free group of rank n?
(2) Which subgroup of Mod(S) enjoys eventually pseudo-Anosov behav-
ior of random walks as in Theorem C ?
(3) Does the spectral theorem hold true under finite p-th moment con-
dition with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric, for 1 ≤ p < 2? Or, can
we provide the threshold for p?
Acknowledgments. We truly appreciate Mladen Bestvina, Ilya Gekht-
man, Wanmo Kang, Hidetoshi Masai, Bram Petri, and Giulio Tiozzo for
fruitful conversations. The first and second authors were partially supported
by Samsung Science & Technology Foundation grant No. SSTF-BA1702-01.
The third author was supported by KAIST undergraduate research partici-
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2. Thurston construction
2.1. Quick review on Thurston construction. In this section, we pro-
vide a quick review on Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosov mapping
classes, using multitwists along filling multicurves. Throughout the paper,
every surface is a closed orientable connected surface of genus g > 1, and
every simple closed curve is essential, i.e., not isotopic to a single point,
unless otherwise stated.
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Definition 2.1 (Filling multicurves). Multicurve A on a surface S is a set
of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves on S. Two multicurves A and B
are filling if S \⋃γ∈A∪B γ is disjoint union of open discs.
In above definition of a multicurve, note that one multicurve is allowed
to have two isotopic simple closed curves as distinct elements.
Definition 2.2 (Multitwist). For a multicurve A on a surface S, multitwist
TA along a multicurve A is a product
TA :=
∏
α∈A
Tα
where Tα is a Dehn twist along a simple closed curve α ∈ A.
Main idea of Thurston construction is to define an appropriate homo-
morphism 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R) and apply the classification in PSL(2,R)
to the image of 〈TA, TB〉 under the homomorphism, where TA and TB are
multitwists along filling multicurves A and B on S. Crucial part in defining
such a homomorphism relies on the theory of Perron-Frobenius matrices,
one of whose major results is the following:
Lemma 2.3 (Perron-Frobenius theorem). Let M be an n × n matrix with
integer entries. Assume M is primitive, i.e., M is nonnegative and Mm is
positive for some m ∈ N. Then M has a unique nonnegative unit eigenvec-
tor v. Moreover, v is positive and has a positive eigenvalue, called Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue, which is larger in absolute value than all other eigen-
values.
Now for filling multicurves A = {α1, · · · , αm} and B = {β1, · · · , βn} on
S, let N be an integer matrix defined as
Njk = i(αj , βk)
where i(·, ·) is the geometric intersection number. Then it can be shown
that NN t is primitive, and thus by Perron-Frobenius theorem, its Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue µ = µ(A,B) is obtained. Together with this obser-
vation, Thurston proved the following theorem that allows us to construct
pseudo-Anosov mapping classes.
Theorem 2.4 (Thurston construction, [T+88], Chapter 14 of [FM12]). Let
A and B be filling multicurves on S. Then for Perron-Frobenius eigen-
value µ = µ(A,B) obtained by above procedure, there is a representation
ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R) defined by
TA 7→
[
1 −√µ
0 1
]
TB 7→
[
1 0√
µ 1
]
.
The representation ρ has the following properties:
(1) For ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉, ϕ is periodic, reducible, or pseudo-Anosov accord-
ing to whether ρ(ϕ) is elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic, respectively.
(2) If ρ(ϕ) is parabolic, then ϕ is a multitwist.
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(3) If ρ(ϕ) is hyperbolic, the largest eigenvalue of ρ(ϕ) is the stretch
factor of the pseudo-Anosov mapping class ϕ.
2.2. Group theoretic aspects of Thurston construction. After con-
structing the representation ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R) via Thurston con-
struction, our next step is connecting group theoretic aspects of 〈TA, TB〉
and topological aspects of filling multicurves A and B.
To begin with, note that two isotopic simple closed curves induce isotopic
Dehn twists. Together with this perspective, for multicurve A we denote
[A] := A/ ∼
where ∼ is for isotopic relation. In other words, [A] collects isotopy classes
of simple closed curves in A.
Remark 2.5. With above notation,
TA =
∏
α∈[A]
T nαα TB =
∏
β∈[B]
T
mβ
β
for some nα,mβ ∈ N, which allows us to regard nα (resp, mβ) as the number
of representatives in A (resp, B) for an isotopy class α (resp, β).
Observing that 〈Tα, Tβ〉 ∼= F2, free group of rank 2 if i(α, β) ≥ 2 for simple
closed curves α and β, we expect a similar phenomenon for multitwists,
generalizing the case of single curves. Noting the convention in Remark 2.5,
the following is a way to check whether two multitwists TA and TB generate
a free subgroup of rank 2, by investigating appropriate submulticurves.
Theorem A. For multicurves A and B on S, suppose that ∅ 6= A′ ⊆ A and
∅ 6= B′ ⊆ B satisfy the following:
(1) nαi(α, [B
′]) = nα
∑
β∈[B′] i(α, β) ≥ 2 for all α ∈ [A′]
(2) mβi([A
′], β) = mβ
∑
α∈[A′] i(α, β) ≥ 2 for all β ∈ [B′]
Then the group 〈TA, TB〉 generated by Dehn twists along multicurves is iso-
morphic to F2.
This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 3.2 in [HT02]. Proof of this
theorem relies on the following ping-pong lemma:
Lemma 2.6 (Ping-pong lemma). Let 〈g1, · · · , gn〉, n ≥ 2, be a group acting
on a set X. Suppose that there are non-empty, disjoint subsets X1, · · · ,Xn ⊆
X such that for each i 6= j, gki (Xj) ⊆ Xi for all 0 6= k ∈ Z. Then
〈g1, · · · , gn〉 ∼= Fn.
Proof of the Theorem. To apply the ping-pong lemma, let X be the set of
isotopy classes of essential simple closed curves on S. Then for x ∈ X and
0 6= n ∈ Z, according to the Proposition A.1 of [FLP79],
(2.1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣i(T nAx, [B′])− |n|
∑
α∈[A]
nαi(x, α)i(α, [B
′])
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ i(x, [B′]).
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Now let
XA′ = {x ∈ X : i(x, [A′]) < i(x, [B′])},
XB′ = {x ∈ X : i(x, [B′]) < i(x, [A′])}.
They are non-empty since ∅ 6= [A′] ⊆ XA′ and ∅ 6= [B′] ⊆ XB′ , and are
disjoint. For x ∈ XB′ and 0 6= n ∈ Z, it follows from the equation (2.1) that
i(T nAx, [B
′]) ≥ |n|
∑
α∈[A]
nαi(x, α)i(α, [B
′ ])− i(x, [B′]).
Since x ∈ XB′ and A′ ⊆ A,
|n|
∑
α∈[A]
nαi(x, α)i(α, [B
′])− i(x, [B′]) > |n|
∑
α∈[A]
nαi(x, α)i(α, [B
′])− i(x, [A′])
≥ |n|
∑
α∈[A′]
nαi(x, α)i(α, [B
′])− i(x, [A′])
=
∑
α∈[A′]
i(x, α)(|n|nαi(α, [B′])− 1).
From the condition (1) given in the statement of the Theorem A,∑
α∈[A′]
i(x, α)(|n|nαi(α, [B′])− 1) ≥
∑
α∈[A′]
i(x, α) = i(x, [A′])
= i(T nAx, T
n
A[A
′]) = i(T nAx, [A
′])
which proves
T nAXB′ ⊆ XA′ .
Applying the exactly same argument with interchanging A and B, it can
also be shown that
T nBXA′ ⊆ XB′ .
Therefore, by the ping-pong lemma, we conclude that
〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2.

Corollary 2.7. If A, B are multicurves on a surface S satisfying one of
the following conditions, then 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2.
(1) i(α, β) ≥ 2 for some α ∈ A, β ∈ B, or
(2) i(α, [B]) > 0 for some separating curve α ∈ A.
Remark 2.8. Sufficient condition given in the corollary considers only iso-
topy classes [A] and [B], not the whole A and B. Thus once we have two
sets of isotopy classes satisfying the criterion, then corresponding multitwists
result in F2 whatever coefficients {nα} and {mβ} are.
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Proof. For the first case we take A′ = {α}, B′ = {β} and apply Theorem A
to conclude.
For the second case, let U , V be two components of S \ α and β be any
curve in B minimally intersecting α. Since β intersects α, both β−1(U) and
β−1(V ) are nonempty. This means that cl(β−1(U)) ⊆ S1 is a union of closed
arcs, and two endpoints of any such closed arc contribute to the intersection
number. Thus i(α, β) ≥ 2 so we are reduced to the first case. 
Using Theorem A, we obtain the following lemma on filling pairs.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose (A,B) is a filling pair of multicurves on S. 〈TA, TB〉 ≇
F2. Then one of the following holds:
(1) there exists α ∈ A, β ∈ B such that
i(α, [B]) = 1, i([A], β) ≤ 2, i(α, β) = 1 or
(2) there exists α ∈ A, β ∈ B such that
i(α, [B]) ≤ 2, i([A], β) = 1, i(α, β) = 1.
Proof. Suppose A and B does not satisfy neither of the conditions. Let us
define
A1 = {α ∈ A : i(α, [B]) = 1}, B1 = {β ∈ B : i([A], β) = 1},
A2 = {α ∈ A : i(α, [B1]) > 0}, B2 = {β ∈ B : i([A1], β) > 0}.
Suppose that some α ∈ A2 satisfies i(α, [B \ B1]) ≤ 1. Since A, B do
not satisfy (2), i(α, [B1]) ≥ 2. Thus, the number of curves {βj}kj=1 ⊆ B1
intersecting α is at least 2. In particular, if we cut α by its intersection points
with B1, some arc γ ⊆ α do not meet B \ B1. Possibly after relabelling,
suppose that γ meets β1 and β2. Then (possibly after switching the direction
of β2,) we can draw a closed curve δ homotopic to β1 ∗ γ ∗ β2 ∗ γ−1 disjoint
from A and B as follows.
α
β1 β2
γ
δ
Figure 1. δ = β1 ∗ γ ∗ β2 ∗ γ−1 which is a nontrivial simple
closed curve.
Thus, this component of S \ ⋃η∈A∪B η containing δ is not simply con-
nected, which violates the filling condition. Consequently, such α does not
exists and i(α, [B \B1]) ≥ 2 for all α ∈ A2. (∗)
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Similarly, we observe i([A \ A1], β) ≥ 2 for all β ∈ B2. Now we consider
A′ = A \A1 and B′ = B \B1. For α ∈ A′ \A2, i(α, [B1]) = 0 so i(α, [B′]) =
i(α, [B]) ≥ 2. For α ∈ A′ ∩ A2, i(α, [B′]) = i(α,B \ B1) ≥ 2 by (∗). Thus,
i(α, [B′]) ≥ 2 for all α ∈ A′. Similarly, i([A′], β) ≥ 2 for all β ∈ B′.
Finally, A′ and B′ are nonempty: if A1 = B1 = ∅ this is obvious, so
suppose A1 6= ∅. We pick α ∈ A1 and the unique β ∈ B intersecting it.
Since (1) is violated, β is not in B1. Thus B
′ ∋ β is nonempty, and since
i([A′], β) ≥ 2, A′ is nonempty. Similar argument works in the case B1 6= ∅.
Thus, we can apply Theorem A on (A′, B′) to conclude. 
Now suppose that a filling pair of multicurves (A,B) on Sg satisfies (1)
(with some α ∈ A, β ∈ B) of Lemma 2.9. There are two cases:
(1) i([A], β) = 1. Then α and β intersects only with each other, and
not with others. By filling conditions, it implies A = {α}, B = {β},
g = 1.
(2) i([A], β) = 2. Then β intersects with α, α′ for some α′ ∈ A. Consider
the boundary δ of a small neighborhood of 1-spine α ∪ β. Then δ
becomes a separating closed curve and δ meets α′ twice.
β
α
α′
δ
Figure 2. Simple closed curve δ, the boundary of neighbor-
hood of α ∪ β
We can then consider another filling pair (A′, B′) on Sg−1 as fol-
lows: the component of Sg \ δ not containing α, β is a surface of
genus g− 1 with 1 boundary δ. Then we zip up δ so that two points
in δ∩α′ are glued together. On the resulting surface Sg−1, A\α and
B \ β becomes a filling pair, and δ becomes an arc intersecting one
curve of A once. This procedure can be depicted by the following
figure.
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δ
α′
δ
α′
Figure 3. Cutting Sg along δ, reducing genus by 1 (left),
and then zipping up δ (right)
The converse of this procedure is as follows. Given a filling pair
(A′, B′) on Sg−1, we pick one arc δ on Sg−1 intersecting only one
curve of A′ once. Then we drill out small disk neighborhoods of the
endpoints of δ, and glue the boundaries.
δ
δ
Figure 4. Drilling out two disks and then gluing boundaries
of the drilled disks, increasing genus by 1
By labelling the glued boundaries as α and δ as β, we recover
(A,B) on Sg.
α
β = δ
Figure 5. Resulting filling pair in Sg
In this situation, if (A′, B′) does not satisfy neither of the condi-
tions in Lemma 2.9, then 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2.
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Similar procedure is possible in the case of (2). Thus, if 〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2,
that (A,B) is derived from another filling pair (A′, B′) on Sg−1 by adding
a handle and a “chain of curves” α, β. If (A′, B′) also satisfies the condi-
tions of Lemma 2.9, this procedure can be repeated once more. During this
procedure, (A(k), B(k)) on Sg−k does not satisfy neither of the conditions
in Lemma 2.9 at some step, then we construct A(k) \ A(k)1 , B(k) \ B(k)1 as
described in the proof of the lemma and apply Theorem A to conclude that
〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2.
Thus, if 〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2, the only possibility is that (A,B) is a tree of
alternating curve chains on Sg, made from a torus by adding one handle
and one pair (α, β) at each step. Besides of these tree configurations, all
other filling pairs (A,B) generate 〈TA, TB〉 isomorphic to F2.
Even for those configurations (A,B) that may give 〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2, the
choice of {nα}, {mβ} is highly restricted. Indeed, we can consider a rough
probabilistic model to observe the rarity of 〈TA, TB〉 which is not F2.
Note that information of the group 〈TA, TB〉 is encoded by nα, mβ and
i(α, β) for α ∈ [A] and β ∈ [B], where each of them are defined as above.
Since |[A]|, |[B]| ≤ 3g − 3 for genus g of the surface S, we just fix |[A]| = n
and |[B]| = m, and then regard i(α, β), nα and mβ as independent random
variables with
P(i(α, β) = k) = pk P(nα = k) = P(mβ = k) = qk.
While some samples of this may violate the filling condition, we solely focus
on the probability that 〈TA, TB〉 fails to be F2, ignoring the filling condition.
Since
P(〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2) ≤ P(nαi(α, [B]) = 1 for some α ∈ [A])
+ P(mαi([A], β) = 1 for some β ∈ [B])
,
it is sufficient to estimate P(nαi(α, [B]) = 1 for some α ∈ [A]). For fixed
α ∈ [A],
P(nαi(α, [B]) = 1) = P(nα = 1)P(i(α, [B]) = 1) = q1mp1p
m−1
0
where the first equalities come from independence. Hence, we have
P(nαi(α, [B]) 6= 1 for all α ∈ [A]) = (1− q1mp1pm−10 )n
from independence, and thus
P(nαi(α, [B]) = 1 for some α ∈ [A]) = 1− (1− q1mp1pm−10 )n.
Similarly,
P(mβi([A], β) = 1 for some β ∈ [B]) = 1− (1− q1np1pn−10 )m
which deduces the desired estimation
P(〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2) ≤ 2− (1− q1mp1pm−10 )n − (1− q1np1pn−10 )m.
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For the simplest case that i(α, β) is supported uniformly on 0, 1, · · · , k − 1
and nα,mβ are so on 1, 2, · · · , k, we have
P(〈TA, TB〉 ≇ F2) ≤ 2−
(
1−m/km+1)n − (1− n/kn+1)m
which means that the desired probability gets closer to 0 as we allow more
intersections among given isotopy classes. Indeed, even in the extreme case
that n = m = 1 and k = 4 above bound is calculated as 1/8.
Here, note that we estimate the probability by weaker criterion than the
Theorem A, thus actual probability for not being F2 will be more smaller
than we estimate above. Furthermore, Pankau proved in [Pan17] that one
can construct filling multicurves from given nonsingular positive integer
square matrix, supporting the reasonability of above model.
According to the classification of subgroups of Mod(S), proven by Mc-
Carthy and Papadopoulos([MP89], [Kid08]), every subgroup of Mod(S) is
classified into one of the below four types :
• Non-elementary subgroup, i.e., it contains a pair of pseudo-Anosov
mapping classes with disjoint fixed point sets in PMF(S).
• Virtually infinite cyclic subgroup
• Reducible subgroup, i.e., there exists a multicurve on S fixed by an
action of the subgroup
• Finite subgroup
This classification deduces the following corollary about F2 ≤ Mod(S) gen-
erated by multitwists along filling multicurves.
Corollary 2.10. For a filling pair (A,B) of multicurves on S resulting in
a group 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2 is a non-elementary subgroup of
Mod(S).
Proof. Given subgroup 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2 of Mod(S), it is obviously not a finite
subgroup. In addition, since (A, B) is a filling pair, it cannot be a reducible
subgroup: If there exists a multicurve on S fixed by an action of 〈TA, TB〉,
then T aA fixes all simple closed curves in the multicurve for some a ∈ N.
This implies that each simple closed curve is disjoint from A. Since the
same phenomenon occurs for B, it deduces that there exists a simple closed
curve disjoint from A and B, contradicting to the filling of A and B.
Now suppose to the contrary that 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2 be a virtually infinite
cyclic subgroup, which means that
〈TA, TB〉 =
n⊔
i=1
hi〈g〉
for some g, hi ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 and n ∈ N. Let H,T ∈ {TA, TB , T−1A , T−1B } be the
first and the last element of g its shortest word representation, respectively,
and N = 1 + maxi |hi| where | · | denotes a word norm in terms of TA and
TB. Choosing R ∈ {TA, TB , T−1A , T−1B } \ {H−1, T},
RN = hjg
k = hj(H · · · T )k
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for some j ∈ {1, · · · , n} and k ∈ Z since RN ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 =
⊔n
i=1 hi〈g〉.
If k = 0, then RN = hj , deducing |hj | = N > |hj |, contradiction.
If k > 0, then
RNT−1 · · ·H−1 = hj
where the left-hand side is itself a minimal word representation. Hence,
|hj | = |RNT−1 · · ·H−1| ≥ N > |hj |, contradiction.
If k < 0, then
RNH · · ·T = hj
where the left-hand side is itself a minimal word representation. Hence,
|hj | = |RNH · · ·T | ≥ N > |hj |, contradiction.
Therefore, 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2 can not be a virtually infinite cyclic subgroup
of Mod(S), concluding that it is a non-elementary subgroup. 
2.3. Elements of 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2. We finish this section by classifying el-
ements of 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2 arising from Thurston construction. To say the
result first, there are at most three types of reducible elements in this sub-
group of Mod(S) and they can be explicitly described, allowing us to observe
dynamical behaviors of random walks generated by Thurston construction.
First, we can observe the following property of Perron-Frobenius eigen-
value µ = µ(A,B):
Lemma 2.11. For filling multicurves A and B on S, with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2,
µ = µ(A,B) ≥ 4.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that µ < 4. Then,
tr (ρ(TA)ρ(TB)) = 2− µ ∈ (−2, 2)
where ρ is a representation for Thurston construction. Hence ρ(TATB) is
elliptic in PSL(2,R) and thus it follows from Theorem 2.4, Thurston con-
struction, that TATB is periodic, which contradicts to 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2. 
As an application of the Lemma 2.11, we get the following classification of
elements of 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, which is well-known. For instance, [Lei04] con-
tains some ingredients of the proof and other results about groups generated
by two multitwists, dealing with Teichmu¨ller curves and minimal dilatation.
Theorem 2.12. For filling multicurves A and B on S, with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2,
every nontrivial element of 〈TA, TB〉 is pseudo-Anosov except conjugates of
powers of TA and TB, and also, in the case of µ(A,B) = 4, TATB.
Proof. According to the Thurston construction, it suffices to classify ele-
ments of ρ(〈TA, TB〉). To do this, let us consider its fundamental domain.
Since µ ≥ 4 by Lemma 2.11, there are two cases:
Case 1: µ = 4. Its fundamental domain is
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0−1 1
ρ(TA)
ρ(TB)
Figure 6. Fundamental domain of ρ(〈TA, TB〉) when µ = 4.
and thus the quotient H2/ρ(〈TA, TB〉) is a thrice-punctured sphere. Since hy-
perbolic elements of ρ(〈TA, TB〉) precisely correspond to loops inH2/ρ(〈TA, TB〉)
which are freely homotopic to closed geodesics, the theorem follows in this
case.
Case 2: µ > 4. Fundamental domain for this case is
0−
√
µ
2
√
µ
2
− 2√µ 2√µ
ρ(TA)
ρ(TB)
Figure 7. Fundamental domain of ρ(〈TA, TB〉) when µ > 4.
which implies that the quotient H2/ρ(〈TA, TB〉) is a twice-punctured disk.
Again, by the same arguments, all elements of ρ(〈TA, TB〉) but conjugates
of powers of TA and TB are hyperbolic.

We explore the properties of 〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 in detail. First one straight-
forward observation is that 〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 ∼= F2, since 〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 ∼=
π1(H
2/ρ(〈TA, TB〉)) and H2/ρ(〈TA, TB〉) is either a thrice-punctured sphere
or a twice-punctured disk. Given a pivot fundamental domain depicted
in Figure 6 and 7, we can consider a tiling of H2 with its translations
by 〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 as in Figure 8. Thus this tiling has Cayley graph T of
〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 ∼= F2 as its dual tree (blue and red lines in the figure). Each
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edge of T is colored and directed, and each vertex is labelled with a reduced
word of alphabets {a±, b±}. The labelling rule of vertices is as follows: if −→vw
is the blue(red, resp.) directed edge, w is the concatenation of a(b, resp.)
and v (right concatenation).
0
−1 1
∞
ρ(TA)
ρ(TB)
a
ab−1
Figure 8. Fundamental domains for 〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 when
µ = 4 and Cayley graph T of F2 as the dual tree. Blue
lines correspond to the (right) cosets of ρ(TA) and red lines
correspond to the (right) cosets of ρ(TB). The invariant axis
of element in Isom(T ) sending 0 to ab−1(ab, resp.) is shown
as the dark(light, resp.) green line.
There are correspondences among the set V (T ) of vertices of T , the set
Isom(T ) of isometries of T respecting the coloring and direction of edges,
and a Deck transformation group 〈ρ(TA), ρ(TB)〉 ≤ Isom+(H2). For each
reduced word w of {a±, b±}, there exists a cyclically reduced word v such
that w = cvc−1 for some word c. Then the translation t(w) of T along the
axis connecting {cvn}n∈Z by v is the unique isometry of T sending 0 to w.
The corresponding word w′ of {T±A , T±B } will determine an isometry ρ(w′)
of H2. These correspondences w ↔ t(w)↔ ρ(w′) are 1-1 correspondence.
The axis of t(w) and ρ(w′) are homotopic relative to ∂H2 = S1 (in partic-
ular, their endpoints coincide). When w is a conjugate of a power of a, b (or
ab, ba in the case µ = 4) entire T is in the left/right side of the axis of t(w),
and ρ(w′) is parabolic. If not, ρ(w′) is hyperbolic. In this case, the edges
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of fundamental domains intersecting the axis of t(w) and those intersecting
the axis of ρ(w′) coincide.
Each infinite half-geodesic on T , or equivalently, each (right-)growing
sequence of reduced words determine a boundary point in ∂T , which is ho-
moemorphic to S1 when µ = 4 and the Cantor set when µ > 4. Among them
are those points reached by eventually periodic half-geodesic(axis connect-
ing {cvn}n∈Z), or equivalently, the endpoints of parabolic and hyperbolic
elements belonging to 〈TA, TB〉.
The translation length of an isometry f onH2 is defined by infx∈H2 d(x, f(x)).
There is a constant C > 0 such that: for any word w for hyperbolic element
with cyclically reduced form v, the translation length of ρ(w′) is at least
C log |v|. As a consequence, for any bound B, there are only finitely many
conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements in 〈ρ(TA), ρ(Tb)〉 whose translation
length is smaller than B.
To elaborate, suppose w = cvc−1 is a word for hyperbolic element with
cyclically reduced form v = α1α2 · · ·αn (αi’s are alphabets of v). Then the
invariant axis of ρ(w′) passes through the edges of fundamental domains
corresponding to cvlα1 · · ·αk for various l, k. Let us denote those edges as
eln+k.
ej−1
(1) (2) (3)
Figure 9. Consecutive edges passed thorugh by the invari-
ant axis. (1) left turn, (2) diagonal move, and (3) right turn.
As in the Figure 9, we collect the steps j such that:
(1) ej−2 → ej−1 was a left turn but ej−1 → ej is a right turn, or
(2) ej−2 → ej−1 was a right turn but ej−1 → ej is a left turn, or
(3) ej−1 → ej is a diagonal move.
The set J of such steps is periodic with period n, and is nonempty: if it is
empty, then w is parabolic, contradicting to the assumption.
Actually we can improve this. More precisely, pick any j0 ∈ J , and
inductively collect ji ∈ J as ji+1 = inf{j ∈ J : j ≥ ji + 2} to form J ′.
Then J ′ is eventually of period 2n. Let us say j1, · · · , jm = j1 + 2n forms
one period of length 2n.
We now estimate the distance between ejk and ejk+1 . There are two cases:
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(1) jk+1 = jk+2: then ejk → ejk+1 → ejk+1 is either left turn after right
turn, right turn after left turn, or diagonal move after any move. In
either case, dH(ejk , ejk+1) ≥ log(1 +
√
2).
(2) jk+1 ≥ jk + 3: then j /∈ J for jk + 2 ≤ j < jk+1. This implies
that ejk+1 → ejk+2 is either left or right turn, and ejk+1 → ejk+2 →
· · · → ejk+1−1 are turns of the same type, but ejk+1−1 → ejk+1 is not
in that type. Then the distance between ejk and ejk+1 is at least
log(l +
√
l2 − 1) where l = 2(jk+1 − jk − 2) + 1 ≥ jk+1 − jk.
As a result, the distance between ejk and ejk+1 is greater than 1 and C log(jk+1−
jk), where C = log(1 +
√
2)/ log 2. This gives the estimation
dH(ej1 , ejm) ≥
m−1∑
k=1
dH(ejk , ejk+1) ≥ C log
(
m−1∑
k=1
(jk+1 − jk)
)
= C · log(2n).
Thus, the distance between ej1 and ej1 + 2n is at least C · log(2n). This is
lesser than twice of the translation length of w, so the translation length is
at least (C/2) log n.
3. Asymptotic behavior of random walks obtained from
Thurston construction
3.1. Introduction to the theory of topological entropy. Before stating
the main result, let us introduce the theory of topological entropy. In gen-
eral, topological entropy is a quantity representing dynamics of continuous
map f : X → X on compact Hausdorff space X, defined as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Topological entropy, [AKM65]). Let X be a compact Haus-
dorff topological space, and f : X → X be a continuous map. For any open
cover U of X, denote the minimal size of subcover of U by N(U), which is
a finite integer. Then, the following limit exists:
H(f,U) := lim
n→∞
1
n
logN
(
U ∨f−1(U) ∨ · · · ∨ f−(n−1)(U)
)
where A∨B = {A∩B : A ∈ A, B ∈ B}. Now the topological entropy of f is
defined as
h(f) := sup
U
H(f,U).
In particular, one can consider a topological entropy of a homeomorphism
ϕ : S → S of a surface S. Regarding this, Thurston proved the following.
Theorem 3.2 (Thurston, Expose´ Ten of [FLP79]). For pseudo-Anosov
homeomorphism ϕ : S → S of a surface S,
h(ϕ) = log λϕ
where λϕ is its stretch factor. Moreover, it minimizes the topological entropy
in its isotopy class.
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Furthermore, as Mod(S) acts on Teichmu¨ller space T (S) of S, one can
ask how dynamics of pseudo-Anosovs on S can be translated into those
on T (S), in the perspective of topological entropy. Bers’ classification of
mapping classes according to action on T (S) helps to answer this question.
Theorem 3.3 (Bers, [B+78]). For pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism ϕ : S →
S, translation distance of its action on T (S) is realized, and it equals to
log λϕ. In other words,
log λϕ = dT (Xϕ, ϕ · Xϕ) = infY∈T (S) dT (Y, ϕ · Y)
for some Xϕ ∈ T (S) where dT is a Teichmu¨ller distance on T (S).
In fact, above Xϕ lies on the invariant geodesic Γϕ in T (S), on which ϕ
acts as a translation. Combining this observation with work of Thurston
and Bers, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. For pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism ϕ : S → S,
h(f) = log λϕ = lim
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ϕn · X )
for any X ∈ T (S).
Proof. The first equality is exactly the Theorem 3.2, and thus it remains to
prove the second one. For any X ∈ T (S) and n ∈ N,
n log λϕ = log λϕn ≤ dT (X , ϕn · X )
by Bers’ theorem, the Theorem 3.3. Accordingly, we obtain
log λϕ ≤ lim inf
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ϕn · X ).
To prove an opposite inequality, we have
dT (X , ϕn · X ) ≤ dT (X ,X ϕ) + dT (X ϕ, ϕn · Xϕ) + dT (ϕn · Xϕ, ϕn · X )
where Xϕ ∈ T (S) realizes the translation distance as in the Bers’ theorem,
Theorem 3.3. Since ϕ acts on T (S) as an isometry and it does on its
invariang geodesic Γϕ as a translation,
dT (X , ϕn · X ) ≤ 2dT (X ,X ϕ) + ndT (X ϕ, ϕ · Xϕ)
= 2dT (X ,X ϕ) + n log λϕ
where the last equality stems from the Bers’ theorem. Therefore, we get
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ϕn · X ) ≤ log λϕ
which completes the proof. 
In the same line of thought, there are random version analogies. Once we
regard an entropy of mapping class ϕ as being for dynamical behavior of the
sequence ϕ,ϕ2, · · · , ϕn, · · · , it is natural to generalize the concept of entropy
by considering a dynamical behavior of a sequence ϕ1, ϕ2, · · · , ϕn, · · · in
Mod(S).
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Definition 3.5 (Topological entropy of a sequence in Mod(S), [Mas18]).
Let ϕ = (ϕn) ∈ Mod(S)N, and choose any representative φn ∈ Diff+(S) of
ϕn for each n ∈ N. Let φ := (φn). For an open cover U , we define
H(φ,U) := lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logN (U ∨φ1(U) · · · ∨ φn−1(U))
where N(·) and ∨ are defined as in the Definition 3.1. Now the topological
entropy of φ is
h(φ) := sup
U
H(φ,U)
and finally we define the topological entropy of ϕ as
h(ϕ) = inf
φ
h(φ).
Together with this definition, Masai proved the following random version
analogy of the Corollary 3.4.
Theorem 3.6 (Masai, [Mas18]). Let ν be a probability measure on Mod(S)
satisfying
• ν has finite first moment with respect to the Teichmu¨ller metric on
T (S), i.e. for any X ∈ T (S),∑
g∈Mod(S)
ν(g)dT (X , g · X ) <∞,
and
• ν is non-elemenatry, i.e. 〈supp ν〉 is a non-elementary subgroup of
Mod(S).
Let P be the probability measure on Mod(S)N induced by ν. Then for P−a.e.
ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N and any X ∈ T (S),
h(ω) = lim
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ωn · X )
and it does not depend on ω ∈ Mod(S)N.
Furthermore, as the topological entropy of a single mapping class plays
a role in representing dynamics of its iterated actions on a fixed isotopy
class of simple closed curve, Karlsson’s following theorem, together with
the previous Masai’s work, suggests the point of view that the topological
entropy of random walks does so.
Theorem 3.7 (Karlsson, [Kar14]). There exists λ, called Lyapunov expo-
nent of the random walk, such that for P−a.e. ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N and
any isotopy class α of simple closed curves and Riemannian metric of S,
log λ = lim
n→∞
1
n
log l(ω−1n α)
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where l(·) denotes the infimum of the length of curves in α with respect to
the given Riemannian metric. Moreover,
log λ = lim
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ωn · X )
for any X ∈ T (S).
3.2. Spectral theorem for random walks on Mod(S). Previously, we
have seen that topological entropy h(ϕ) of ϕ equals to a logarithm of its
stretch factor, and the topological entropy h(ω) of random walk ω equals
to the the limit of 1ndT (X , ωn · X ), often called ‘drift’ and denoted by LT
in general. Then it is natural to ask how both topological entropies are
related, that is, for random walk ω = (ωn) ∈Mod(S)N, how h(ωn) and h(ω)
interact. Dahmani and Horbez figured out their relation, so called spectral
theorem, when underlying probability measure has finite support as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Dahmani–Horbez, [DH18]). Let ν be a nonelementary proba-
bility measure on Mod(S) with finite support, and P be the induced measure
on Mod(S)Z. Then for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, ωn is eventually pseudo-
Anosov. Moreover, for the stretch factor λωn of a pseudo-Anosov ωn we
have
lim
n→∞
1
n
log λωn = LT > 0
where LT := limn→∞ 1ndT (X , ωn · X ) is a drift of random walk ω = (ωn) ∈
Mod(S)N which does not depend on a point X in the Teichmu¨ller space T (S)
of S equipped with the Teichmu¨ller metric dT .
Together with the work of Masai, Theorem 3.6, above theorem concludes
that 1n log λωn → h(ω) as n → ∞. In words, asymptotic growth-rate of
topological entropies of random mapping classes equals to the topological
entropy of random walk.
Not only for finitely supported probability measure, Dahmani and Horbez
also asserted in the Remark 2.7, 3.2 of [DH18] that the same result holds
true if one considers a non-elementary probability measure whose second
moment with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric is finite.
One of the purposes of this section is to provide detailed proof of this
assertion with a certain probability measures on Mod(S), associated with the
Thurston construction, for the sake of completeness. Namely, we consider
a Thurston construction ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R) with multicurves A, B,
and a probability measure ν on Mod(S) with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉. In this
setting, we could prove the following version of spectral theorem.
Theorem B. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosov on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-elementary probability
measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉. If the second moment with respect to the
Teichmu¨ller metric is finite, i.e.,∑
g∈Mod(S)
dT (X , g · X )2ν(g) <∞
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for some X ∈ T (S), then for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, ωn is eventually pseudo-
Anosov and
lim
n→∞
1
n
log λωn = h(ω).
Before proving the theorem, let us briefly review the Busemann boundary
of hyperbolic space, basically following [BQ16]. For a proper quasiconvex
Gromov hyperbolic space (M,d) and the fixed reference point X ∈ M ,
Busemann compactification MB consists of functions hx : M → R of the
form
hx(m) := lim
n→∞ d(m,xn)− d(X , xn)
if it is well-defined onM , where x = (xn) is a sequence in M . Together with
the observation that hx(m) = d(m,x) − d(X , x) for a convergent sequence
xn → x ∈M and hx = hy implies x = y for x, y ∈M , it is possible to regard
M as a subspace of MB with appropriate topology on MB , and in fact MB
is a compactification of M . Then we define the Busemann boundary of M
as ∂BM := MB \M .
Since we have another compactification of (M,d), the Gromov compacti-
fication MG, it is natural to ask how these two compactifications are related.
Since bounded sequence in M is convergent if it defines a point in the Buse-
mann compactification, there exists a natural map π : MB → MG which is
the identity on M , and this is indeed surjective.
As for the Gromov compactification, we can extend the Gromov product
on M to MB , by defining
(m|x)X = (x|m)X := 1
2
(d(m,X )− hx(m)) and
(x|x′)X := − inf
m∈M
1
2
(hx(m) + hx′(m))
for m ∈ M and x, x′ ∈ ∂BM . Indeed, the first one can be rewritten as
follows:
(m|x)X = lim
n→∞(m|xn)X
once we denote x = (xn).
Now we are ready to prove the theorem:
Proof of the Theorem. According to the original proof of Thurston construc-
tion, [T+88], there exists an isometric embedding i : H2 → T (S) whose
image is invariant under action of 〈TA, TB〉.(cf. [Lei04], [HS07]) Indeed, this
action of 〈TA, TB〉 on embedded hyperbolic plane induces a representation of
Thurston construction into PSL(2,R). Thus, choosing X ∈ T (S) in the em-
bedded hyperbolic disk, we can consider everything above within H2 which
is a separable Gromov hyperbolic space with Gromov product (·|·)·. Based
on this observation, we work on hyperbolic geometry in order to prove the
theorem. Throughout the proof, O(δ) denotes a constant solely depending
on the hyperbolicity δ of H2 regardless of the exact value of the constant.
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Since isometry of H2 is hyperbolic if and only if its translation length is
positive, our strategy to prove the first assertion is estimating the translation
length of random mapping class ωn. From the work of Maher and Tiozzo,
[MT18], translation length of an isometry of H2 can be estimated as follows:
Lemma 3.8 (Maher-Tiozzo). There exists a constant C0 > 0 such that for
any isometry g of H2, if dH2(X , g · X ) ≥ 2(g · X |g−1 · X )X + C0, then∣∣∣∣ limm→∞ 1mdH2(X , gm · X )− (dH2(X , g · X )− 2(g · X |g−1 · X )X )
∣∣∣∣ ≤ O(δ).
Since we already know that limn→∞ 1ndT (X , ωn · X ) = h(ω) for P−a.e.
ω ∈ Mod(S)N from Theorem 3.6, the remaining is (ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X . Not-
ing that (H2, dH2) is proper and quasiconvex, let us refer the Proposition 4.1
of [BQ16].
Lemma 3.9 (Benoist-Quint). Let p > 1 and (M,d) be a proper quasiconvex
Gromov hyperbolic space and X ∈ M . Let ν be a non-elementary Borel
probability measure on G ≤ Isom+(M) such that ∫G d(X , g · X )pdν(g) < ∞
and λ = limn→∞ 1n E d(X , ωn · X ) > 0. Then for every ε > 0, there exist
constants Cn such that
∑
n≥1 n
p−2Cn <∞ and for any x ∈ ∂BM ,
P
(|hx(ω−1n · X )− nλ| > εn) ≤ Cn, and
P (|d(X , ωn · X )− nλ| > εn) ≤ Cn.
Since we are working on a Thurston construction, 〈TA, TB〉 is discrete([T+88],
[Lei04]), which allows us to apply Lemma 3.9 to the associated probability
measure. Applying Lemma 3.9 to our situation, p = 2 andM = H2 ⊂ T (S),
we obtain for any ε > 0 that summable sequence Cn such that
P
(|hx(ω−1n · X )− nλ| > εn) ≤ Cn, and
P (|dT (X , ωn · X )− nλ| > εn) ≤ Cn.
Since (ω−1n · X |x)X = 12
(
dT (X , ω−1n · X )− hx(ω−1n · X )
)
, we have
P
(
(ω−1n · X |x)X > εn
) ≤ P (|dT (X , ωn · X )− nλ| > εn) + P (|hx(ω−1n · X )− nλ| > εn)
≤ 2Cn.
From the summability of Cn,∑
n≥1
P
(
(ω−1n · X |x)X > εn
)
<∞
and thus it follows from Borel-Cantelli lemma that for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N,
there exists N such that
(ω−1n · X |x)X ≤ εn for all n > N.
In the same line of though, above argument can be conducted for the reverse
measure νˇ(g) = ν(g−1), resulting in
(ωn · X |x)X ≤ εn for all n > N.
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Choosing x to be an equivalence class of a diverging sequence on a geodesic
ray [X , x) and noting the previous review on Busemann boundary, we have
|(ωn · X |x)X − dT (X , [ωn · X , x))| ≤ O(δ) and
|(ω−1n · X |x)X − dT (X , [ω−1n · X , x))| ≤ O(δ).
Since every geodesic triangle in H2 is O(δ)-thin, we conclude that for any
ǫ > 0(which may differ from the previous one), there exists Ωǫ ⊆ Mod(S)N
with P(Ωǫ) = 1 such that for each ω ∈ Ωǫ there exists N satisfying
(ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X ≤ ǫn for all n > N.
Now let
Ω =
⋂
ǫnց0
Ωǫn .
Again from Theorem 3.6, we may assume that 1ndT (X , ωn · X )→ h(ω) for all
ω ∈ Ω. Thus, from our choice of Ω, dT (X , ωn · X ) ≥ 2(ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X+C0
for sufficiently large n, for any ω ∈ Ω. According to Lemma 3.8, we in
particular obtain that
lim
m→∞
1
m
dT (X , ωmn · X ) > 0,
implying that ωn is pseudo-Anosov(note that we are working on H
2 ⊂ T (S)),
for sufficiently large n. It proves the first claim in the theorem.
Let us prove the second assertion. For ω ∈ Ω, ωn is pseudo-Anosov and
there exists a geodesic Γn in H
2 ⊂ T (S) on which ωn acts as a translation,
for sufficiently large n. Let X n ∈ Γn be the nearest point projection of
X ∈ T (S) to Γn. Then from Theorem 3.3,
(3.1) log λωn = dT (X n, ωn · X n) ≥ dT (X , ωn · X )− 2dT (X ,X n).
Noting also that dT (X , ωn · X ) ≥ log λωn again from Theorem 3.3 and
1
ndT (X , ωn · X )→ h(ω) for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N by Theorem 3.6, the next
step to obtain the desired result is controlling the distance dT (X ,X n) =
dT (X ,Γn) between fixed point X ∈ T (S) and Teichmu¨ller geodesic corre-
sponding to pseudo-Anosov ωn.
From the previous argument we have∣∣log λωn − (dT (X , ωn · X )− 2(ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X )∣∣ ≤ O(δ)
and thus the translation length of ωn, log λωn exceeds O(δ) for sufficiently
large n. Since ωn · X n and ω−1n · X n are the nearest point projection of
ωn · X and ω−1n · X to Γn, respectively, it follows from hyperbolicity that a
concatenation of geodesic segments [ωn · X , ωn · X n], [ωn · X n, ω−1n · X n] and
[ω−1n · X n, ω−1n · X ] is a (1, O(δ))−quasigeodesic whose length is within O(δ)
of dT (ωn · X , ω−1n · X ). For details, one can refer Proposition 3.2 and 3.4 of
[Mah10]. Moreover, applying the Morse Lemma, its Hausdorff distance from
[ωn · X , ω−1n · X ] is bounded by O(δ).
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X
ωn · X
ω−1n · X
ωn · X n
Γn
ω−1n · X n
X n
[ωn · X , ω−1n · X ]
Figure 10. Concatenation of three geodesic segments
Accordingly, |dT (X , [ωn · X , ω−1n · X ]) − dT (X ,X n)| ≤ O(δ). Indeed, let
Z be the nearest point projection of X to [ωn · X , ω−1n · X ]. If the near-
est point projection of Z to the concatenation lies on a red segment, say
[ωn · X , ωn · X n], then dT (Z,ωn · X ) ≤ dT (X ,X n) + O(δ) since ωn is an
isometry. Since dT (X , ωn · X ) = dT (X , ω−1n · X ), it implies that O(δ) ≥
dT (ωn · X n, ω−1n · X n) = 2 log λωn which cannot occur for large n. Hence the
nearest point projection of Z to the concatenation lies on Γn for sufficiently
large n as desired.
In addition, this implies that dT (X ,Γn) differs from (ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X up
to an additive constant which depends solely on the hyperbolicity of H2.i.e.,
dT (X ,Γn) ≤ (ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X +O(δ).
Therefore, we have
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
dT (X ,Γn) = 0
since ω ∈ Ω = ⋂ǫnց0Ωǫn . Now combining this with (3.1) and Theorem 3.6,
h(ω) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ωn · X )
≥ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log λωn
≥ lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log λωn
≥ lim inf
n→∞
1
n
dT (X , ωn · X )− 2 lim sup
n→∞
1
n
dT (X ,Γn)
= h(ω).
Since it holds for any ω ∈ Ω and P(Ω) = 1, it completes the proof.
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
It is still open whether the spectral theorem holds for random walks on
Mod(S) under non-elementary probability measure on Mod(S) with finite
first moment. However, the convergence in probability, weaker than desired
one, does hold true as follows.
Theorem 3.10. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-elementary probability
measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉. If the first moment with respect to the
Teichmu¨ller metric is finite, i.e. for any X ∈ T (S),∑
g∈Mod(S)
ν(g)dT (X , g · X ) <∞,
then as n→∞ we have
1
n
log λωn → h(ω) in probability
where h(ω) is topological entropy of random walks, which is almost surely
constant.
Proof. Regarding the convergence in probability, it has been proven by Ma-
her that random walk on mapping class group is pseudo-Anosov with as-
ymptotic probability 1:
Lemma 3.11 (Maher, [M+11]). For a probability measure ν on Mod(S)
such that 〈supp ν〉 forms a non-elementary subgroup of Mod(S) and an in-
duced probability measure P on Mod(S)N,
P(ωn is not pseudo-Anosov)→ 0 as n→∞.
Thus, in estimating the asymptotic probability of events in σ(ωn), we
may assume that ωn is pseudo-Anosov on the events.
For pseudo-Anosov ωn, let Γn be the geodesic in T (S) on which ωn acts
as a translation and X n ∈ Γn be the projection of X ∈ T (S) on Γn. Then
from Theorem 3.3,
dT (X , ωn · X ) ≥ log λωn
= dT (X n, ωn · X n)
≥ dT (X , ωn · X )− 2dT (X ,X n).
Accordingly,
P
(
1
n
|log λωn − dT (X , ωn · X )| > ε
)
≤ P
(
1
n
dT (X ,Γn) > ε/2
)
for ε > 0. Henceforth, let us estimate the probability that 1ndT (X ,Γn) >
ε/2, and it suffices to estimate the probability regarding Gromov product:
P
(
(ωn · X |ω−1n · X )X > ǫn
)
as in the proof of Theorem B. Regarding Gromov products, Maher and
Tiozzo proved the following estimation.
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Lemma 3.12 (Lemma 5.9, 5.11 of [MT18]). Let G be a countable group
of isometries of a separable Gromov hyperbolic space, and let ν be a non-
elementary probability measure on G. For small η > 0, we have
P
(
(ω−1n ω⌈n/2⌉ · X |ω⌈n/2⌉ · X )X > ηn/2
)→ 0,
P
(
(ω⌈n/2⌉ · X |ωn · X )X < ηn
)→ 0, and
P
(
(ω−1n ω⌈n/2⌉ · X |ω−1n · X )X < ηn
)→ 0
as n→∞.
Lemma 3.13 (Lemma 5.10 of [MT18]). For any four points a, b, c, d in a
Gromov hyperbolic space, there exist K and K ′ such that if there exists A and
K such that (a|b)X , (c|d)X ≥ A and (a|c)X ≤ A−K, then |(a|c)X −(b|d)X | ≤
K ′.
Combining both lemmas, with a = ω⌈n/2⌉ · X , b = ωn · X , c = ω−1n ω⌈n/2⌉ · X ,
d = ω−1n X and A = ηn, we have
P
(
(ω−1n · X |ωn · X )X > 2ηn/3
) → 0
as n→∞.
Since we have dT (X ,Γn) ≤ (ω−1n · X |ωn · X )X+O(δ) for large n and small
1
n(ω
−1
n · X |ωn · X )X as in the proof of Theorem B, where O(δ) is a constant
solely depending on the hyperbolicity δ of H2, it follows that
lim sup
n→∞
P (dT (X ,Γn) > εn/2) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
P
(
εn/2 ≤ (ω−1n · X |ωn · X )X ≤ 2ηn/3
)
for small η > 0. Taking η = ε/2 and ε small enough, we conclude that
P
(
1
n
|log λωn − dT (X , ωn · X )| > ε
)
→ 0
as n→∞.
Since we have an almost sure convergence 1ndT (X , ωn · X ) → h(ω) as
n→∞ from Theorem 3.6, the desired convergence in probability follows.

As a corollary of Theorem 3.10, we can deduce the almost sure equality
between topological entropy and limsup of the linear growth. This was
observed by Dahmani and Horbez in Remark 2.7, 3.2 of [DH18]. For the
sake of completeness, we include a proof of the result below.
Corollary 3.14. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by
multitwists TA, TB with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-
elementary probability measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉. If the first mo-
ment with respect to the Teichmu¨ller metric is finite, then for P−a.e. ω ∈
Mod(S)N, we have
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log λωn = h(ω)
where h(ω) is topological entropy of random walks.
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Proof. For pseudo-Anosov ωn, Theorem 3.3 implies that log λωn ≤ dT (X , ωn · X )
and thus
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log λωn ≤ h(ω)
for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, as a result of Theorem 3.6. Since
1
n
log λωn → h(ω) in probability
as n→∞ from the above theorem, we have a subsequence (nk)k∈N of (n)n∈N
such that 1nk log λωnk → h(ω) almost surely as n → ∞. Thus, for P−a.e.
ω ∈ Mod(S)N, we have
h(ω) = lim inf
k→∞
1
nk
log λωnk ≤ lim supn→∞
1
n
log λωn ≤ h(ω),
completing the proof. 
Remark 3.15. In fact, we do not require a configuration of Thurston con-
struction to generate F2 if we replace log λωn by the translation length of ωn
since it vanishes when ωn is not pseudo-Anosov.
3.3. Eventually pseudo-Anosov behavior of random walks. Even
though we do not know whether the spectral theorems hold or not without
an assumption on moment, we could prove that random walks associated
to a typical Thurston construction are eventually pseudo-Anosov, when the
support of the probability measure generates a finite rank group. Our main
point is that the result does not rely on any moment condition, contrast to
the previous results regarding spectral theorems.
Theorem C. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-
elementary probability measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉 and rk〈supp ν〉 <∞.
Then for P−a.e. ω ∈ Mod(S)N, there exists N ∈ N such that
ωn is pseudo-Anosov for all n > N.
Proof. Based on the Theorem 2.12, let us first show that conjugates of
powers of TA does not occur infinitely often. Let R = rk〈supp ν〉 and
〈supp ν〉 = 〈v1, · · · , vR〉 with vi ∈ supp ν. Suppose first that R ≥ 4.
From [Hal49] and [Bur69], there exists vR+1, · · · , vk ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2
so that v1, · · · , vk freely generate a finite index subgroup L ≤ 〈TA, TB〉
containing 〈supp ν〉 ∼= FR as a free factor.
Taking a quotient by commutators vivjv
−1
i v
−1
j , we can obtain an abelian-
ization Ab : L→ Zk, and random walks on Mod(S) lie on 〈supp ν〉 ≤ L and
thus they can be push-forwarded to random walks in Zk ⊆ Rk. Furthermore,
if gTmA g
−1 ∈ 〈supp ν〉 for some m ∈ Z \{0}, then gT dAg−1 ∈ 〈supp ν〉 ≤ L
and thus 〈Ab(gT dAg−1)〉 ≤ Zk for some d ∈ Z \{0} with minimal |d|. Then
〈Ab(gT dAg−1)〉 is contained in some 1-dimensional subspace of Rk. Applying
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an orthogonal projection P : Rk → Rk−1 onto the orthogonal complement
of this subspace, one finally get a random walk (P ◦ Ab)(ω) on Rk−1.
Now let us estimate the probability
P((P ◦ Ab)(ωn) = 0 i.o.)
where “i.o.” means “infinitely often”. Since L = 〈supp ν〉 ⋆ 〈vR+1, · · · , vk〉,
Ab(L) = Ab(〈supp ν〉)⊕Ab(〈vR+1, · · · , vk〉)
which allows us to consider a projection Rk ⊇ Ab(L)→ RR ⊇ Ab(〈supp ν〉).
From the choice of generators of L,
P(Ab(ω1) = Ab(vi)) > 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ R, and thus the random walk (P ◦Ab)(ω) is truly R-dimensional,
i.e., P(Ab(ω1) · θ) > 0 for all 0 6= θ ∈ RR, after passing to the projection
onto RR. Accordingly, random walks on RR−1 induced by P ◦ Ab is truly
(R − 1)-dimensional. It is well-known fact in probability theory that no
truly D-dimensional random walk is recurrent for D ≥ 3.(cf. Section 5.4 of
[Dur19] and [CF08]) Hence, P((P ◦ Ab)(ωn) = 0 i.o.) < 1 from R ≥ 4 and
thus it is 0 by Hewitt-Savage 0-1 law.
So far, we have proven that
P(Ab(ωn) ∈ 〈Ab(gT dAg−1)〉 i.o.) ≤ P((P ◦Ab)(ωn) = 0 i.o.) = 0.
Since L is of finite index in 〈TA, TB〉,
〈TA, TB〉 =
t⊔
i=1
Lhi
for some t ∈ N and hi ∈ 〈TA, TB〉. Since g = hhi for some i and h ∈ L
and gT dAg
−1 = h(hiT dAh
−1
i )h
−1 ∈ L, Ab(gT dAg−1) = Ab(hiT dAh−1i ). Let di
be the minimal power of TA corresponding to hi. Combining above results
altogether, we have
P

ωn ∈ ⋃
g∈〈TA,TB〉
g〈TA〉g−1 i.o.

 = P
(
ωn ∈
⋃
g
L ∩ g〈TA〉g−1 i.o.
)
≤ P
(
Ab(ωn) ∈
⋃
g
Ab(L ∩ g〈TA〉g−1) i.o.
)
≤
t∑
i=1
P
(
Ab(ωn) ∈ 〈hiT diA h−1i 〉 i.o.
)
= 0.
Since exactly same argument can be applied to TB and TATB , we conclude
together with Theorem 2.12 that
P(ωn is not pseudo-Anosov infinitely often) = 0
as desired, when rk〈supp ν〉 ≥ 4.
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Now let us we deal with the case 〈supp ν〉 = 〈a, b〉 ∼= F2. Let us fix a
wedge of circles ∨i=1,2Si with correspondence π1(∨Si) ≃ 〈TA, TB〉. Let B be
its cover corresponding to the subgroup 〈a, b〉. We consider a cover C of B
and corresponding L ⊆ 〈a, b〉.
a b
Figure 11. Covering space C of B inducing an inclusion
L →֒ 〈a, b〉. Base points are denoted by black dots.
This covering space is a quotient of Z2 lattice by translations along each
axis by 4. Note that this covering is regular (with respect to the base
space B). For example, we can quotient C by the deck transformation
corresponding to a. This gives a tower of covers C → Ca → B such that Ca
corresponds to 〈L, a〉.
Figure 12. Construction of Ca.
We also define a stopping time {nm}m∈N as
n1 = 0, nm = inf{n > nm−1 : ωn ∈ π1(D) corresponds to a loop in Ca}
= inf{n > nm−1 : ωn ∈ 〈L, a〉}.
Then (ωnm) becomes a new random walk on π1(Ca)
∼= F5 ≤ 〈supp ν〉. By
[Hal49] and [Bur69], we have a tower of covers Ca → Ea → ∨Si such that
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q : Ea → ∨Si is a finite covering map and π1(Ca) is a free factor of π1(Ea).
Let us fix representatives wj of each right coset of π1(Ea) in 〈TA, TB〉, for
j = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Let us consider the abelianization ρ : π1(Ea) → Zk (k ≥ 5). Then
(ρ(ωnm)) becomes a random walk on Z
k ⊆ Rk. This random walk is at
least truly 5-dimensional. Indeed, we observe that ρ(a), ρ([b, a]), ρ([b2, a]),
ρ([b3, a]), ρ(b4) are linearly independent in Zk or Rk, generating a subgroup
G. Also, a4, [b, a], [b2, a], [b3, a], b4 are elements of L ⊆ 〈supp ν〉. Now, if
ρ(〈〈 supp ν 〉〉) ⊥ ~v for some ~v ∈ G, then ρ(〈supp ν〉) ⊥ ~v. However, this
contradicts to the fact that the followings are linearly independent.
{ρ(a4), ρ([b, a]), ρ([b2 , a]), ρ([b3, a]), ρ(b4)} ⊆ ρ(〈supp ν〉)
Now fix one wj . Then we can consider an orthogonal projection P of R
k
onto subspace S = {~u ∈ Rk : ~u ⊥ ρ(〈wjTAw−1j 〉 ∩ 〈L, a〉)}. Then we have
that ((P ◦ ρ)(ωnm)) is either a truly 5-dimensional random walk in Zk ⊆ Rk
or a truly 4-dimensional random walk in Rk−1. In any case, ((P ◦ ρ)(ωnm))
is transient so P((P ◦ ρ)(ωnm) = ~0 infinitely often) = 0 by Hewitt-Savage
0-1 law.(cf. Section 5.4 of [Dur19], [CF08]) This implies that
P

ρ(ωnm) ∈ N⋃
j=1
ρ(〈wjTAw−1j 〉 ∩ 〈L, a〉) i.o.

 = 0.
Now consider a parabolic element gT sAg
−1 in 〈L, a〉 ⊆ π1(Ea). Here we
have g = wwj for some wj and w ∈ π1(Ea). Then
ρ(gT sAg
−1) = ρ(w)ρ(wjT sAw
−1
j )ρ(w)
−1 = ρ(wjT sAw
−1
j )
since Zk is commutative. Thus,
⋃N
j=1 ρ(〈wjTAw−1j 〉 ∩ 〈L, a〉) includes every
ρ(gT sAg
−1) in 〈L, a〉. Combining with the previous observation, we conclude
that (ωn) eventually avoids parabolic elements gT
s
Ag
−1 in 〈L, a〉 with prob-
ability 1.
In the same spirit, given any point (u, v) ∈ (Z/4Z)2, (0, 0) and (u, v) are
identified by the deck transformation (0, 0) 7→ (p, r) =
(
u
gcd(u,v) ,
v
gcd(u,v)
)
.
Let us consider the resulting quotient space C(p,r) (below are presented the
drawings for Cab and Ca2b). We define the stopping time {nm} analogously.
We can also consider tower of covers C(p,r) → E(p,r) → ∨Si analogously.
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Figure 13. Drawings for Cab and Ca2b.
The order of the deck transformation is 4, so C(p,r) will have 4 red edges
and 4 blue edges. Moreover, there are 4 red cycles in C, and each 4/ gcd(4, p)
of them are identified: thus, C(p,r) has gcd(4, p) red cycles. Similarly, it has
gcd(4, r) blue cycles. At least one of them is 1: that means, C(p,r) is either
(1) 4-edge red cycle plus 4 blue edges in a periodic position or
(2) 4-edge blue cycle plus 4 red edges in a periodic position.
In either case, the number of independent cycles in C(p,r) is 5. Moreover,
4 times of each cycle is lifted to a cycle in C, which corresponds to an el-
ement in L. Thus, ρ(π1(Ca)) = Z
5 and (4Z)5 ⊆ ρ(L) ⊆ ρ(〈supp ν〉). As
discussed before, this implies that (ρ(ωnm)) is at least truly 5-dimensional.
Then following the same argument, we conclude that (ωn) eventually avoids
parabolic elements gT sAg
−1 in 〈L, (p, r)〉 ⊇ L(u, v). Since (u, v) is arbitarry,
we conclude that (ωn) avoids elements gT
s
Ag
−1 in entire 〈supp ν〉, with prob-
ability 1. Finally, the same argument works for elements of the form gT sBg
−1,
g(TATB)
sg−1 and g(TBTA)sg−1. Thus we conclude that a.s. (ωn) is eventu-
ally pseudo-Anosov.
The same strategy also works for the case 〈supp ν〉 = 〈a, b, c〉 ∼= F3: we
can either modify C by adding additional edges (for example, we may add
diagonals of blue cycles) for c, or consider the quotient of 3-dimensional
integer lattice by translations by 4.

4. Applications
4.1. Volumes of random mapping tori from Thurston construction.
As we have seen, topological entropy of random walk is directly coming from
topological entropies of single pseudo-Anosovs, and thus we could expect
that it indicates some dynamics. In this section, we discuss applications of
our results in the previous sections, eventually pseudo-Anosov behavior of
random walks and spectral theorems, associated with Thurston construc-
tion. The first application is to estimate the volumes of random mapping
tori with monodromies obtained from Thurston construction (generated by
Thurston construction in short).
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Definition 4.1 (Mapping torus). For a surface S and a mapping class
ϕ ∈ Mod(S), a mapping torus Mϕ with monodromy ϕ is a closed 3-manifold
definde by
Mϕ := S × [0, 1]/(x, 0) ∼ (ϕ(x), 1).
Thurston proved that a geometry of mapping torus Mϕ provides a clas-
sification of mapping classes of S. For instance, according to [Ota96],
ϕ ∈ Mod(S) is pseudo-Anosov if and only if Mϕ has a hyperbolic struc-
ture, which is unique by Mostow rigidity theorem [Mos68]. Accordingly,
once we have a probability measure ν on Mod(S) and an induced one P on
Mod(S)N, we get a sequence of random mapping tori Mωn corresponding to
a random walk ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N.
Since the hyperbolic metric is uniquely determined, we can consider the
hyperbolic volume vol(Mϕ) of the mapping torus Mϕ with pseudo-Anosov
monodromy ϕ ∈ Mod(S), and it plays a role of an invariant of the map-
ping class. Furthermore, since the hyperbolic volume of a closed hyperbolic
3-manifold indicates its complexity, there are some results about its asymp-
totes. For instance, Viaggi proved the following.
Theorem 4.2 (Viaggi, [Via19]). Suppose that the probability measure ν on
Mod(S) satisfying 〈supp ν〉 = Mod(S) and it has a finite symmetric support.
Then for an induced probability measure P on Mod(S)N,
lim
n→∞
1
n
vol(Mωn) = V a.s.
for some V > 0.
According to Viaggi [Via19], condition in Theorem 4.2 can be weakened so
that ν is non-elementary, i.e., 〈supp ν〉 is not necessarily the whole Mod(S)
but a nonelementary subgroup. However, it relies on the boundedness of
supp ν, that is, for some X ∈ T (S), supg∈supp ν dT (X , g ·X ) <∞, in order to
estimate vol(Mωn) in terms of n by applying triangle inequalities. Therefore,
1
n vol(Mωn) may not converge if we consider the probability measure whose
support is not bounded.
However, when speaking of random walks from Thurston construction, we
can estimate the linear growth of vol(Mωn) in terms of topological entropy
of random walks with weaker moment condition. From now on, we fix a
Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by multitwists TA and TB ,
probability measures ν on Mod(S) and P on Mod(S)N associated to the
construction, and its topological entropy h(w). From Theorem C, P−a.e.
random walk ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N has a pseudo-Anosov tail for probability
measures we dealt with in the previous section, and thus we can discuss
about the long-term behavior of vol(Mωn), volumes of random mapping tori
generated by the Thurston construction.
Regarding the hyperbolic volume of mapping torus with pseudo-Anosov
monodromy, Kojima and McShane provide the following explicit estimation
in terms of topological entropy of the monodromy. (If one does not concern
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the explicit constant, one can obtain a similar inequality by combining works
of Brock, [Bro03], and Linch, [Lin74].)
Theorem 4.3 (Kojima–McShane, [KM18]). For any pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈
Mod(S) and its topological entropy h(ϕ) = log λϕ, we have
vol(Mϕ) ≤ −3πχ(S) · h(ϕ)
where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic of S.
Since it follows from Theorem C that almost every random walk even-
tually becomes pseudo-Anosov, we can apply the Kojima and McShane’s
estimation to each element in the random walk. Now we can conclude the
following estimation of hyperbolic volumes of random mapping tori gener-
ated by the Thurston construction.
Theorem D. For Thurston construction of pseudo-Anosovs on S by mul-
titwists TA, TB with 〈TA, TB〉 ∼= F2, let ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] be a non-
elementary probability measure such that supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉 and rk〈supp ν〉 <
∞, and it has finite first moment with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric. Then
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
vol(Mωn) ≤ −3πχ(S) · h(ω)
for P−a.e. random walk ω ∈ Mod(S)N where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic
of S.
Proof. As we mentioned above, Theorem C ensures that we can consider the
hyperbolic volume vol(Mωn) of random mapping tori Mωn for sufficiently
large n. Now by combining the Kojima and McShane’s work, we get
vol(Mωn) ≤ −3πχ(S) · log λωn
for all large n, where λωn is the stretch factor of ωn. By the Theorem 3.3,
1
n
vol(Mωn) ≤ −3πχ(S) ·
1
n
log λωn ≤ −3πχ(S) ·
1
n
dT (Y, ωn ·Y)
for any Y ∈ T (S). Then applying the Theorem 3.6 completes the proof. 
Remark 4.4. In the case of finite second moment with respect to Te-
ichmu¨ller metric, the second inequality in the last part of the proof becomes
an equality after taking limit. Thus, the topological entropy h(ω) is indeed
the sharpest one that we can obtain directly from Kojima and McShane’s
estimation.
Remark 4.5. This estimation suggests the similarity between the topological
entropy of random walks and the entropy of a single pseudo-Anosov. This
is due to the fact that
vol(Mϕn) = n · vol(Mϕ) h(ϕn) = n · h(ϕ)
and thus
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
vol(Mϕn) ≤ −3πχ(S) · h(ϕ)
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for pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ Mod(S) which can be obtained by the same way as
above.
4.2. Distribution of stretch factors from Thurston construction.
Another simple application of results in the previous section is about the
distribution of stretch factors arising from Thurston construction. Note that
stretch factor of a pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 is less than or equal to the
matrix norm of ρ(ϕ) where ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R) is a representation
for the Thurston construction. That is, λϕ ≤ ‖ρ(ϕ)‖ for pseudo-Anosov
ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉.
Noting that there exists X ∈ T (S) such that log‖ρ(ϕ)‖ = dT (X , ϕ · X )
for all ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉, spectral theorem together with Masai’s result [Mas18]
imply that stretch factor and the matrix norm have the same asymptotes.
This allows us to obtain an estimation for the stretch factors in terms of
drift (or topological entropy) via estimating the matrix norms after passing
through Thurston representation.
Since
∞⋃
N=0
{ωN : ω = (ωn) ∈ Ω} = 〈〈 supp ν 〉〉
for any Ω ⊆ Mod(S)N with P(Ω) = 1, it suffices to observe the behavior
of log‖ρ(ωn)‖ for P−a.e. random walk ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N in order to
deal with the stretch factors of pseudo-Anosovs arising from the Thurston
construction.
Let ν : Mod(S)→ [0, 1] be a probability measure with supp ν ⊆ 〈TA, TB〉
and finite first moment with respect to Teichmu¨ller metric. From the choice
of X ∈ T (S) so that log‖ρ(w)‖ = dT (X , w · X ) and Kingman’s subadditive
ergodic theorem, we get
(4.1)
1
n
log‖ρ(ωn)‖ → LT as n→∞
for P−a.e. random walk ω = (ωn) ∈ Mod(S)N where LT is a drift. Here,
note that we only assume that ν is of finite first moment, and LT = h(ω)
when ν is non-elementary, in addition, by Theorem 3.6.
Since almost sure convergence implies the convergence in probability,
what we obtain is that for any ε > 0,
P
(∣∣∣∣ 1n log‖ρ(ωn)‖ − LT
∣∣∣∣ > ε
)
→ 0
which is equivalent to
P
(
en·(LT −ε) ≤ ‖ρ(ωn)‖ ≤ en·(LT +ε)
)
→ 1
as n → ∞. If one works on the circumstance where the spectral theorem
holds, for instance with finite second moment, then it is possible to replace
‖ρ(ωn)‖ in the limit (4.1) by the stretch factor λωn of pseudo-Anosov. In
this line of thought, we can conclude the following.
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Theorem 4.6. For fixed Thurston construction generating F2 and the as-
sociated random walk from non-elementary probability measure with finite
second moment, we have
λωn ∈
(
en·(h(ω)−ε), en·(h(ω)+ε)
)
with asymptotic probability 1, for any ε > 0.
Remark 4.7. Although one can deduce a similar result in the sense of
almost sure convergence, we derived in terms of asymptotic probability since
we aimed to deal with the whole spectrum of stretch factors arising from the
Thurston construction, rather than those coming from each random walk.
As mentioned above, stretch factors arising from the Thurston construc-
tion follows the exponential growth whose exponent is arbitrarily close to
the topological entropy. Moreover, we could obtain the non-probabilistic
estimation for stretch factors arising from the Thurston construction. Since
the result does not depend on the probability measure, we just fix a proba-
bility measure ν : Mod(S) → [0, 1] by setting ν(T±A ) = ν(T±B ) = 1/4. It is
clearly of finite second moment and it is non-elementary by Corollary 2.10,
which means that the spectral theorem, Theorem B, holds.
Since λϕ ≤ ‖ρ(ϕ)‖ for pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉, we can estimate the
stretch factor of pseudo-Anosov from Thurston construction by estimating
the matrix norm of its image under Thurston representation. As we men-
tioned before, from the theorem of Furstenberg and Kesten, Theorem 1.2,
we have
1
n
E log‖ρ(ωn)‖ → LT as n→∞.
Now, from the Markov’s inequality, one of the well-known facts in prob-
ability theory (cf. Section 1.5 of [Dur19]), we get
P
(
1
n
log‖ρ(ωn)‖ ≥ L
)
≤ E log‖ρ(ωn)‖
nL
for any L > 0. For any ε > 0, there exists N such that n > N implies
1
n E log‖ρ(ωn)‖ < LT + ε. Accordingly, letting L = 4n (LT + ε) we get
P
(
1
n
log‖ρ(ωn)‖ ≥ 4n (LT + ε)
)
<
1
4n
for n > N .
However, any event of the σ-field σ(ωn) generated by n-th step of a ran-
dom walk has probability strictly less than 1/4n only if it consists of random
walks whose n-th segment containing an element neither TA nor TB . There-
fore, none of the elements in 〈TA, TB〉 whose word norm is n has a stretch
factor greater than exp (n (LT + ε) 4n) . Moreover, in the last part of Sub-
section 2.3, we proved the lower bound of pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 in
terms of its reduced word norm. In other words, the following theorem has
been proven.
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Theorem E. For Thurston construction by multitwists TA and TB and any
ε > 0, there exists N such that
exp
(
log(1 +
√
2)
2 log 2
log |ϕ|
)
< λϕ < exp
(
|ϕ| (LT + ε) 4|ϕ|
)
for any n > N and pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 with the stretch factor λϕ
and a reduced word norm |ϕ| with respect to TA and TB.
Remark 4.8. This estimation is non-probabilistic.
Although the upper bound can be refined by applying Thurston repre-
sentation and submultiplicity of matrix norm directly (more explanation is
given between Corollary 4.12 and Theorem F), we present above coarser
estimation in order to describe how drift, or topological entropy, tells us
about desired quantities. This is the underlying philosophy for the rest of
this section.
It would be interesting to understand the algebraic properties of the
stretch factors of pseudo-Anosovs obtained by Thurston construction. Many
known examples are Salem numbers defined as follows.
Definition 4.9 (Salem number). A real algebraic unit λ > 1 is a Salem
number if all Galois conjugates except λ±1 lie on the unit circle in C.
One can naturally ask whether every Salem number can be realized as the
stretch factor of some pseudo-Anosov from Thurston construction, which is
a special case of Fried conjecture. Pankau partially answered this question
by proving that every Salem number has a power which is the stretch factor
arising from Thurston construction.
Theorem 4.10 (Pankau, [Pan17]). For any Salem number λ, there are
k, g ∈ N such that λk is the stretch factor of a pseudo-Anosov homeomor-
phism of Sg, closed orientable connected surface of genus g, arising from
Thurston construction.
In fact, the Pankau’s proof concludes that the pseudo-Anosov for given
Salem number can be obtained as an element of semigroup. Together with
the Theorem E, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.11. For any ε > 0 and a Salem number λ such that λk is the
stretch factor of a pseudo-Anosov ϕ from some Thurston construction, we
have
λ < λk < exp
(
|ϕ| (LT + ε) 4n|ϕ|
)
for any sufficiently large n, where LT is for the Thurston contruction.
Proof. The existence of k and the Thurston construction is guaranteed by
the work of Pankau. Now, from the Theorem E, there exists N such that
λφ < exp (m (LT + ε) 4m)
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for any m > N and pseudo-Anosov φ from the Thurston construction with
|φ| = m.
Let ϕ be a pseudo-Anosov obtained from the Thurston construction with
λϕ = λ
k. We may assume that ϕ is cyclically reduced. Since |ϕ| may not
exceed the threshold N , we need to take some powers, and thus we get λkn
to be the stretch factor of pseudo-Anosov ϕn, with |ϕn| ≤ n|ϕ|.
To apply the Theorem E, it suffices to show that |ϕn| > N for some n.
Suppose to the contrary that |ϕn| is bounded as n varies in N. Then, since
the word consists of two elements, {ϕn : n ∈ N} is finite set, implying that
ϕ is periodic, contradiction. In fact, it shows that {n ∈ N : |ϕn| ≤ N} is
finite, and thus |ϕn| > N for all sufficiently large n. Accordingly, we have
λn < λkn < exp
(
n|ϕ| (LT + ε) 4n|ϕ|
)
completing the proof. 
One interesting consequence of above inequality is that we can estimate
the power k.
Corollary 4.12. For any ε > 0 and a Salem number λ such that λk is the
stretch factor of a pseudo-Anosov ϕ from some Thurston construction, we
have
(log(1 +
√
2))(log |ϕ|)
2(log 2)(log λ)
< k <
|ϕ| (LT + ε) 4n|ϕ|
log λ
for any sufficiently large n, where LT is for the Thurston construction.
Note that the first inequality in the following came from the lower bound
of stretch factor of pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ 〈TA, TB〉 in the last part of Subsection
2.3.
One way to simplify the inequality is taking ε so large that the estimation
holds for all n. For instance, for Thurston construction with representation
ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R), let
M > max (log‖ρ(TA)‖, log‖ρ(TB)‖) .
Then
1
m
log |λρ(ωm)| ≤
1
m
log‖ρ(ωm)‖ < M a.s.
for all m. Therefore, proofs of previous theorems, in particular Theorem
E, can work with |λρ(ωn)| ≤ ‖ρ(ωn)‖ ≤ en·M which holds for all n ∈ N.
Accordingly, we have the following simplified estimation for the power of
Salem number to be the stretch factor.
Theorem F. For a Salem number λ such that λk is the stretch factor of a
pseudo-Anosov mapping class ϕ obtained from some Thurston construction
with ρ : 〈TA, TB〉 → PSL(2,R), we have
(log(1 +
√
2))(log |ϕ|)
2(log 2)(log λ)
< k <
|ϕ|M
log λ
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where M > max (log‖ρ(TA)‖, log‖ρ(TB)‖) and |ϕ| is a reduced word norm
of ϕ in terms of TA and TB.
In fact, Pankau constructed a pseduo-Anosov of word norm 2 whose
stretch factor is some power of given Salem number λ. Accordingly, above in-
equalities can be rewritten with |ϕ| = 2, if one focuses only on the Thurston
construction obtained from Pankau’s construction in [Pan17].
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